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Nai nai bhoi hobei hobei joy- Rabindra Jayanti celebrations  

 Keeping the spirit of hope and positivity high during the time of Pandemic. 

  Mukto koro Bhoy,apona majhe sokti dhoro, nijere koro Joy. 

Tough and difficult times have always been defeated by positivity. The strong determination to survive all odds and 

again stand up strong has been a unique quality of optimistic human beings and these virtues were manifested by the 

Senior officials , Teachers , past pupils and all the students of our school. The occasion of Rabindra Jayanti has been 

one of the most eagerly awaited and celebrated occasion to the extent that it is seen as a culture of this school. 

However due to current pandemic and lockdown , since it was not possible to hold the celebrations in the usual manner 

, the entire school family came up with a unique idea of calling for celebrations from HOME.  

So the social media got a buzz, messages interchanged and idea was given a perfect shape enthusiastically. Each 

member of the school family , be it teachers or senior officials or students or non-teaching staff, all celebrated this 

cherished occasion in own unique way.  

DRM sir , Mr Manoranjan Pradhan sent a very encouraging message which acted as a booster and gave all the initial 

energy required . His message was full of positivity and spoke about following the guidelines given by the government 

during this pandemic. It concluded in a positive note of ‘STAY HEALTHY STAY SAFE’.  

CPO Madam  , Mrs Z Firdausi infact shared her thoughts by sending a very special personalised message for the school 

which encouraged and inspired us. She expressed her happiness over the fact that despite the lockdown , all members 

of the school family actively participated in this unique effort and emphasised the fact that this act by the school 

affirms millions belief that we shall overcome this disease very soon.  

ARM and CO sir , Mr. Polley quoted beautiful lines from the great personality himself in the original Bengali fervour 

"..chitto jetha bhoi sunyo,uchho jetha seer.." and encouraged all of us by beautiful selected verses.  

Sr. DPO KGP Sir Haritash endorsed the evergreen song of the great poet , ‘Jodi tor Dak shune keu Na ase,tobe ekla 

cholo re’ and said that this speaks of the volume of commitment and gratitude our Vishwa Kobi Rabindranath Tagore 

rightly deserves.  

They say best things are reserved for the last and this was today exhibited by the wonderful surprised given to us by 

none other than by the Secretary of SERWWO , Mrs Palak Haritash. She infact gave all of us a chance to relive and 

affirm our faith in the beliefs of the great poet  life to the song of Kobiguru Shri Rabindranath Thakurji  - ‘Jodi tor daak 

sune keu na assse tobe akla cholo re’ . The evergreen , ever inspiring lyrics perfectly blended in her sweet voice and 

inspired us all to overcome this pandemic through the teachings of the great poet. She sang the entire song in Bengali 

which is really commendable .   

[ The same has been uploaded on the official website of the school – www.sermhssem-src.in ] 

The teachers and the students also showed their creative tribute by performing multiple activities showing gratitude 

to Shri Rabindranath Tagore.  

And all this was possible because of our super creative, ever energetic and focused , our ever inspiring Principal Mam 

Mrs Karabi Mukhopadhyay. Learning always reaches a new dimension under her expert guidance.  

Thanks a lot madam for this super idea. We all came to ‘life’.  
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